
 

 

 
            
 
 

            Date: 21st February, 2023 
 

To,  
The Corporate Relations 
Department, 

Bombay Stock Exchange Limited, 
PJ, Tower, Dalal Street, Fort 
Mumbai-400001. 

To  
The Metropolitan Stock Exchange of India 
Limited,  

Vibgyor Towers, 4th Floor Plot No C 62, G Block 
Opp. Trident Hotel Bandra Kurla Complex 
Bandra (East) Mumbai-400098. 

 
Ref: Scrip Code: 538607 
Scrip ID: TOYAMSL 
 
Subject: Disclosure under Regulation 30 of the SEBI (Listing Obligation Disclosure 
Requirements), Regulations, 2015 for Ritu Phogat “The Indian Tigress” Roaring Loud with 
Kumite 1 League MMA Arm of Toyam Sports Limited. 
 
Dear Sir(s), 
 

Pursuant to Regulation 30 of the SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) 
Regulations, 2015, we are pleased to inform you that the company, has signed a 3-year 
exclusive deal with Ritu Phogat for Kumite 1 League a leading Indian MMA Promotion. 
 
Please take the same on your record and acknowledge the receipt of the same. 

 
Thanking You, 
Yours Faithfully, 

 
For Toyam Sports Limited 
(Formerly known as Toyam Industries Limited) 
 
 
 
Mohamed Ali Rajabali Budhwani 
Managing Director 
DIN: 01976253 
 
Encl: Media release  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 

Ritu Phogat ‘The Indian Tigress ' Left One Championship to join Kumite 1 
League a MMA Arm of Toyam Sports Limited. 

 

 
“The Phogat sisters a name now common in the Indian households thanks to their contribution to 
the world of Wrestling is back in news. Yes! Ritu Phogat who is very aptly known as “The Indian 
Tigress” his time has added another feather to her hat. The wrestler turned MMA fighter who 
settled abroad for career benefits has big news to return to her origins for something bigger & better. 
Wondering what that is? Well Phogat, left one championship and has signed a 3-year exclusive deal 
with Kumite 1 League a leading Indian MMA Promotion.  
 
This news was long due, with the pace at what MMA is growing in India, heads are about to turn. 
And guess this is what grabbed Ritu’s attention. For someone who has channelised all her vigor & 
passion towards MMA sure sees massive merit in the sport & the bright way forward. In fact, kudos 
to Ritu for returning back to her roots to usher her international experience, exposure & global level 
of training to the nurturing fighters in India. Ritu Phogat says, “I was very impressed to see the love 
and enthusiasm of Mr. Mohamedali Budhwani, CMD, Toyam Sports Limited, founder of Kumite 1 
League & Kumite 1 Warrior Hunt, towards MMA sports. For a long time, I wanted to come back to 
my beloved country and do something for the MMA athletes here. I found, Kumite 1 League and 
Toyam Sports Ltd., a platform through which MMA sports could definitely be made bigger in 
India.” When likeminded forces come together big events take place they say.  
 
Mr. Budhwani Says, “Having an international MMA star like Ritu Phogat on our side in Toyam 
Sports Limited and Kumite 1 League, has boosted our confidence and enthusiasm and now we can 
see that the day is not far when India will dominate the international MMA stage. Ritu's experience 
and international exposure will prove to be of great help in the development of MMA sports in the 
country. I am thankful to Ritu Phogat for joining our MMA promotion”.  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Ritu, a commonwealth Wrestling Gold Medalist belongs to a famous wrestling family. Her father, 
Mahavir Singh Phogat, a legendary coach, trained his daughters Geeta and Babita Phogat and 
inspired them to reach the highest level of the sport, inspired by the superhit Hindi film “Dangal”. 
Ritu started her training at the age of 8 and within a few years she dropped out of school to focus on 
her wrestling career. She was expected by many to represent India at the 2020 Olympic Games in 
Tokyo, but she shocked the wrestling world when she announced that she was switching her focus 
to mixed martial arts instead.  
 
Ritu’s ultimate goal is to bring a world title back to India - a feat she believes will help nurture her 
country's burgeoning love of the sport. Currently, Kumite 1 Warriors Hunt has created big stir with 
its mega launch on 12th February. With Sunil Shetty & Mr. Budhwani as the host & roaring 
viewership from across the globe for the launch speaks for itself.” 
 
About Toyam Sports Limited 

 
Kumite 1 League a brand of Toyam Sports Limited (TSL) a publicly (BSE) listed sports company, 
run passionately by sports enthusiasts, engaged in sports production, promotion and management. 
TSL successfully conducted the “Kumite 1 League,” in the presence of legendary Mike Tyson, and 
recently produced India’s first ever MMA reality webseries, “Kumite 1 Warrior Hunt.”  
 
Disclaimer 

 
Certain statements in this document may be forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking 
statements are subject to certain risks and uncertainties like regulatory changes, local political or 
economic developments and many other factors that could cause our actual results to differ 
materially from those contemplated by the relevant forward-looking statements. Toyam Sports 
Limited will not be in any way responsible for any action taken based on such statements and 
undertakes no obligation to publicly update these forward-looking statements to reflect subsequent 
events or circumstances. 
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